Durable Medical Equipment Updates

Please make the following corrections in your DME Procedure Code Section (Rev. 7/1/07):

- DVS is not required for T4543 (p17) or E0181 (p 29). T4543 requires prior approval and E0181 is direct bill. The “#” next to these codes was a typographical error.

Please make the following fee change in your DME Fee Schedule Section (Rev. 7/1/07)

- T5001 # Positioning seat for persons with special orthopedic needs, for use in vehicles (prior approval required for age less than 2 or over 10)(up to 60 inches) (p 59 of 103)

  Effective for dates of service on and after October 1, 2007, the price is $609.75.

Questions may be referred to the Pre-Payment review Group at 1-800-342-3005, option 4.